Abstract-Application development is often guided by the usage of software libraries and toolkits. For medical applications, the toolkits currently available focus on image analysis and volume rendering. Advanced interactive visualizations and user interface issues are not adequately supported. Hence, we present a toolkit for application development in the field of medical intervention planning, training, and presentation-the MEDICALEXPLORATIONTOOLKIT (METK). The METK is based on the rapid prototyping platform MeVisLab and offers a large variety of facilities for an easy and efficient application development process. We present dedicated techniques for advanced medical visualizations, exploration, standardized documentation, and interface widgets for common tasks. These include, e.g., advanced animation facilities, viewpoint selection, several illustrative rendering techniques, and new techniques for object selection in 3D surface models. No extended programming skills are needed for application building, since a graphical programming approach can be used. The toolkit is freely available and well documented to facilitate the use and extension of the toolkit.
INTRODUCTION
S OFTWARE assistants for intervention planning, e.g., for surgery, interventional radiology, or radiation treatment planning, are a relatively recent development. Surgical applications have special demands on visualization and interaction. It is not sufficient to display and analyze slice data and to create volume-rendered images. Instead, an in-depth analysis of the image data needs to be supported with appropriate 3D interaction techniques and advanced visualization techniques. With the MEDI-CALEXPLORATIONTOOLKIT (METK) we present a widely applicable library for application development that closes the gap between image analysis, processing, and basic visualizations on the one hand, and the surgical needs concerning visualization and interaction on the other hand. The METK is based on the image processing and development environment MeVisLab [21] , [27] .
Visual computing in surgical applications has to provide comprehensive patient-related information, including visualizations of the relevant anatomical and pathological structures, and enabling a faithful representation of the area around the pathologies. Moreover, measurements, annotations, resection lines, and other information may be important to directly support preinterventional decisions. On the one hand, flexible visualization and interaction are needed to cope with the peculiarities of individual cases, but on the other hand, strong guidance is desirable to avoid that surgeons are overwhelmed by these facilities. Most of this information, e.g., measurements of the structure's extent, can only be derived after the segmentation of relevant structures. Further analyses such as infiltration of and distances between structures as well as safety margins and volumes of structures can only be performed after segmentation.
Visualizations based on presegmented structures are mandatory for operation planning in many fields, due to a high density of soft tissue structures with overlapping image intensity values. Thus, operation planning in the abdominal region (e.g., liver, pancreas, or kidney), the neck region, and the orthopedic interventions is preferably performed using segmented surfaces in combination with the original 2D slices, while in neuro surgery or in emergency cases, volume rendering of the original image data is preferred. The METK development focuses on segmentation-based visualizations but does not support the segmentation process itself, since this process is supported in the underlying MeVisLab. Furthermore, several applications (e.g., HepaVision for liver surgery [5] or NeckVision for neck surgery [8] ) and service providers [20] are available to perform this task. The METK can import DICOM segmentation masks as well as polygonal meshes of structures (e.g., in Open Inventor or STL format).
Open source and freely available toolkits are widespread in the research community. Using toolkits, application prototypes can be built up quickly, reverting to ready-touse basic functions. In the medical domain, toolkits and libraries for image analysis and volume rendering are widely available [7] , e.g., the MITK [39] , 3DSlicer [24] , or VolumeShop [6] . However, they are difficult to extend for professionals without a substantial background in computer science, since substantial C++ knowledge is required. The METK supports an easier application building process for surgical applications where no extended programming skills are needed. Instead, graphical programming in combination with script-based interface design is employed. The METK is a turn-key environment because all described functions are fully implemented and basic applications in form of example networks and data sets are provided with the METK. The METK extends the underlying MeVisLab development environment in the following ways:
1. The METK provides advanced visualization techniques that fit especially the requirements of surgical planning, such as safety margins, vessel visualization, or extensions for 2D viewers. 2. Animation facilities are provided that enable the usage of animations as prerendered videos or as a support for interactive exploration. 3. The METK provides a case management that enables applications to load and save collections of many segmented structures, including the image data and further information about the patient.
The METK includes automatic synchronization
between all modules of an application. Thus, changes in one part of an application may directly affect other parts. 5. The METK provides special facilities to save different states of a visualization for later reuse. 6. To support fast application development, many user interface widgets are available in the METK, e.g., structure lists and interface templates. 7. To use the METK and to build up own ready-to-use applications, no extended programming skills are needed. Almost all tasks can be solved using script languages like python.
8.
The open source and well-documented data interface enable developers to easily extend the METK by new modules. All these techniques and facilities are not available in MeVisLab. In comparison to other toolkits, only a very few of these techniques are available in different systems, e.g., illustrative techniques in VolumeShop [6] .
Outline. In Section 2, we present conceptual considerations as well as different surgical application scenarios and derive requirements concerning visualization, interaction, case management, and interface design. In Section 3, we review related toolkits and discuss the differences to the METK. In Section 4, we give an overview of the key concepts and present the techniques that we integrated in the METK. Furthermore, details with respect to new techniques for 2D overlay visualizations, to advanced facilities for selecting objects, to reuse once-defined visualization parameters are presented. In Section 5, we describe how application building is achieved using the METK and present some applications where the METK has been successfully applied. In Section 6, we present and compare the evaluation of implementing a reference application in MeVisLab with and without the METK. In Sections 7 and 8, we close with a discussion of the toolkit and the lessons learned, a summary, and an outlook on future developments.
REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS FOR SURGICAL PLANNING AND TRAINING
The design of the METK is guided by experiences in several fields of surgical application development. Thus, we present conceptual considerations and selected application scenarios, and derive requirements for surgical applications.
Conceptual Considerations
A challenging problem, if not the most challenging problem in computer-aided surgery, is a precise understanding of requirements and needs, priorities and relations between them. It turns out that fast prototyping and discussions of initial suggestions are essential for this process. Surgical departments often are too small to include people with substantial IT background. Furthermore, specific features of new applications are hard to describe verbally. Medical doctors are often not aware of the available options. If application prototypes are available in an early stage, the discussions with the users amount to substantial input for the development process. This input is crucial in application development, since the wishes, aims, and experiences are rarely apparent after a first specification of the application. Therefore, we follow a process where we offer different solutions to the medical doctors and ask them to comment on these solutions. To come up very quickly with such prototypes was one of our central requirements during the development of the METK. A second major goal was to enable that once developed visualization and interaction techniques are easily reused in a larger department with many projects. Providing a broad common base of techniques, in particular management of image data and related information to a particular case, enables researchers to focus on new aspects and current applications. This involves a large investment in software design but pays off later. From the first project on, the METK significantly enhanced the reuse of newly developed techniques. Two major developers from different projects guided and drove this process. The application of the METK by a broader user group lead to a refinement of the requirements and provided input for technical challenges.
For a toolkit for application development it is crucial to provide a modular character, where every application can just use the modules it needs. Extendibility is a second major aspect, since the toolkit may be used for a large variety of applications with specific requirements. To guarantee the extendibility, it is important to design an open and extendable structure for communication and data management, where new modules are able to instantly communicate with all other existing modules.
Our concerns lead to the following requirements for the METK development:
. Ready-to-use applications should be created quickly.
Thereby, essential feedback of end users can be obtained in an early development stage. . The application building process should not require extended programming, like implementing a large number of classes for application logic in C++. . Existing applications as well as new applications should be able to be extended by new techniques, e.g., for special surgical requirements, obtained from feedback or techniques from newer visualization developments. . The developers should be able to handle the large overhead of loading and managing medical image data. In the following, we describe selected applications scenarios which lead to refined and more specific requirements of surgical applications.
Application Scenarios
Scenario 1. Neck dissections are carried out for patients with malignant tumors in the neck or head region to remove lymph node metastases. Depending on the broadening of enlarged lymph nodes, only a few of them or a large part of the neck including muscles must be resected. A large number of structures have to be taken into account (e.g., vessels, muscles, and up to 60 lymph nodes). The surgeons must explore the distances of all larger lymph nodes to vital structures of risk in order to judge if there is enough space to safely resect them individually [17] .
Scenario 2. In abdominal surgery, the resection of tumors in the liver, kidney, or pancreas is rather similar with respect to the demands of software support. Here, a tumor or several metastases need to be resected with a specific safety margin. In difficult cases (e.g., a tumor in a central or dorsal position, where frontal access is severely limited), this intervention requires in-depth computer-based operation planning. The tumor and especially the surrounding vessels must be carefully inspected in 2D as well as in 3D. The remaining liver volume must be calculated with respect to vessel supply and drainage. The results need to be adequately visualized in 3D as well as in 2D [25] .
Scenario 3. In spine surgery, small changes of the spine's anatomy can evoke symptomatic disorders for the patient. Hence, the spine surgeon must inspect the spatial relations between nerval and spinal structures as well as the relation of the spine to surrounding muscles, vessels, and glands. The surgeons need to place virtual needles and implants in the spine region to plan different strategies for the access route in the later intervention. Dedicated 3D visualizations can help the planning surgeons to locate such access routes without injuring important structures [9] .
Requirements for Surgical Applications
For all scenarios, the exploration of the data set must be as fast as possible in the clinical routine. Presentations are essential for collaborative intervention planning such as tumor board discussions, where a complex case is presented by one medical doctor to initiate an interdisciplinary discussion to finally come to treatment decisions, e.g., a combination of radiation treatment planning and chemotherapy or a chemotherapy to downsize a tumor preoperatively.
In general, surgeons are medical experts, usually with only modest computer experience. They benefit from faithful spatial renditions of the patient's individual anatomy, but they usually have no special abilities to explore and handle 3D data. From our experience with surgical applications, we derive basic requirements for such applications:
1. Surgical applications must primarily support the surgeon's decision-making process.
2. Measurement capabilities must be provided to support, e.g., distance, volume, and angle measurements, since these measurements are often closely related to surgical decisions. 3. Due to the importance of 2D slice data, 2D and 3D views of data should be coherent and synchronized, while the exploration of 3D data must be supported in particular. 4. Important anatomic structures need to be emphasized, preserving the context. 5. Dedicated techniques for special surgical fields should be provided (e.g., resection techniques for abdominal surgery, DTI visualization for neurosurgery, and multimodal data visualization for cardiac surgery), while many techniques are usable for several fields. 6. In many areas, such as Web applications and learning environments, it is essential that systems are not only easy to use, but also are perceived as motivating and appealing which is often summarized as providing a convenient user experience. Surgeons nowadays use highly appealing interfaces designed by educated visual designers, thus expecting an appealing user interface [10] , even from research prototypes. Case management. One further requirement is an efficient case management. We define a case as a single data set (e.g., an MRI scan), or a collection of data sets, relating to one patient, with additional data such as segmentation information, information about the type of structures, and information about the patient. This information is necessary to provide sophisticated and adapted visualizations. For every application, different standard and default visualization styles may be available. These styles must be identified in many interviews with potential users and medical experts [17] .
Nearly all surgical applications need an efficient case management, advanced 3D visualizations of segmented structures, and guidance for their exploration. Measurement facilities are less important for patient's consultation, while resection techniques are primarily necessary for abdominal surgery planning. Thus, a modular approach is necessary where only required features are integrated in an application.
RELATED WORK
Since medical visualization and medical image analysis are fields of active research, several toolkits are available. We will discuss them with respect to the presented requirements. Besides related toolkits, there is related work for the individual visualization and exploration techniques we integrated in the METK, e.g., the LiveSync-System [38] as an extended viewpoint selection technique or the work of Viola et al. [35] that discusses aspects of good camera paths for medical volume visualizations. We refer the reader to the cited papers for each technique for a deeper insightalso with respect to related work in these specific methods.
Visualization Toolkits for Medical Purposes
For the fast generation of visualizations, Bavoil et al. [2] presented VisTrails. VisTrails is a publicly available pipelinebased environment, where visualizations for many fields of use, e.g., time-varying or diffusion tensor data, can be created. The system also provides the ability to reuse several parts of previous visualization pipelines using visualization by analogy [29] . VisTrails focuses on the generation and exploration of data sets and not on application building.
VolumeShop [6] is a stand-alone prototype for the interactive direct volume illustration of single data sets. Providing impressive facilities to create illustrations, it is very useful for presentation purposes where an artist carefully prepares aesthetic visualizations. VolumeShop also enables the testing and development of new visualization techniques, because it is an open source system. However, extensive programming skills are needed. Another system that also aims at the support of visualization experts and artists was presented by Rößler et al. [28] . They provide a layer on top of the shader programming level to create impressive visualizations of multimodal data sets: a render graph that can be created with different sets of components like lightning, transformations, slicing, or cutting. These graphs are automatically transformed into shader scripts to create visualizations. However, Bruckner and Grö ller [6] and Rö ßler et al. [28] do not support the building of applications based on the presented visualization and interaction techniques.
The 3DSlicer [24] is an open source environment used in a variety of research applications, mainly in neuroimaging. As the name implies, the focus of the 3DSlicer lies on the 2D slicing of volume data. It only provides some basic 3D visualization techniques.
The Medical Imaging Interaction Toolkit (MITK) [39] is a C++ framework that is built up on ITK and VTK. It focuses on image analysis algorithms and interaction support for the segmentation and registration of medical images. The developers themselves state that MITK is not intended to be "an application framework."
Julius [16] is a software framework that consists of a core application which can be extended by plug-ins. It focuses on the medical image analysis and deformable models and provides algorithms for segmentation, registration, and intraoperative navigation. For visualizations VTK is used, while no special visualizations for surgical applications were mentioned.
A C++ toolkit specializing in intraoperative support is the Image-Guided Surgery Toolkit (IGSTK) [11] . It supports the development of applications for interventional radiology procedures and image-guided surgery, where external tracking devices are applied.
A closed framework for the visualization of multimodal medical images is presented by Manssour et al. [19] . They focus on segmentation and registration, but do not demonstrate how individual applications can be created with their framework.
Another framework for medical image analysis is CAVASS [12] . It provides simple volume rendering and surface visualizations, but no dedicated support for application development, since CAVASS is a fixed system that is only extendable by its open source interface.
Botha and Post [4] recently introduced a development environment for fast visualization prototyping, the DEVIDE system, which provides substantial capabilities in accessing and changing code and underlying data-flow networks during runtime. DEVIDE supports the development of new visualization and segmentation techniques well.
SciRun [37] is a problem-solving environment that is based on data-flow networks consisting of single modules, e.g., for scalar and vector visualization, simulation, and image processing. Also end-user applications can be created, called PowerApps. This generation of PowerApps is similar to the module definition language of MeVisLab that is used to create consistent interfaces above the panels of single modules.
Amira [31] is a commercially available object-oriented extensible toolkit for scientific visualization. It provides a wide range of analysis, simulation, and visualization techniques. Amira offers a visual programming approach where the data-flow metaphor is used to connect modules to a network. Even though there are scripting and basic GUI facilities available, there is a lack of support for application development. Using Amira, no end-user applications can be created.
The MeVisLab Environment
MeVisLab [27] is a freely as well as commercially available visual programming and rapid prototyping platform for image processing research and development with a focus on medical imaging and visualization (for an example, see Fig. 1 ). For the commercial version, comprehensive support is provided by MeVis Medical Solutions. The free version is restricted to private or academic research purposes. Complete applications including user interfaces can be built within a common, cross-platform framework. Beside general image processing and visualization tools, MeVisLab includes advanced medical imaging algorithms for segmentation, registration, and quantitative morphological and functional analysis. New image processing algorithms and visualization tools can be integrated as modules using a standardized software interface. Macro modules that allow for a hierarchical encapsulation of networks facilitate the reuse of available developments. Efficient designs of graphical user interfaces can be achieved using an abstract, hierarchical module definition language (MDL) that hides the complexity of the underlying module network to the end user. To add dynamic functionality, Python or JavaScript code may control both network and user interface level elements. An integral part of MeVisLab is the object-oriented MeVis Image Processing Library (ML) that provides a general framework for image processing. Each algorithm is represented as a self-descriptive module inside the development environment. Image processing is accomplished in a strictly request-driven manner using paging, caching, and multithreading strategies. In addition, the open source Insight Toolkit (ITK) for performing registration and segmentation has been wrapped into native MeVisLab modules. The MeVis Giga Voxel Renderer (GVR) presents a state-of-the-art multivolume renderer that combines a texture-based multiresolution approach with advanced per object shading techniques [18] . Interactive responsiveness is guaranteed during interactive rendering by time slot management. For visualization and interactive graphics programming, the Open Inventor 3D visualization library as well as the Visualization ToolKit (VTK) are fully integrated into MeVisLab. Even the combination of Open Inventor and VTK modules is possible. Based on Open Inventor, additional functionality has been added, such as customizable 2D and 3D viewer frameworks, annotations, advanced MPR techniques, and support for the OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL).
Discussion of Toolkits
MeVisLab has many similarities to Amira, SciRun, and a broad overlapping of functionality (see Bitter et al. [3] for a comparison of MeVisLab, Amira, SciRun, and MITK), since all offer visual programming, and Amira and MeVisLab use Open Inventor. However, MeVisLab focuses on medical image data and quantitative image analysis, and provides facilities for application development, like a higher definition language to design user interfaces. However, there is no support for capabilities to handle whole cases as described in Section 2. Even if all techniques of the METK can be developed using MeVisLab (as the complete METK was), MeVisLab itself does not provide those high-level building blocks. MeVisLab focuses on algorithmic functionality and offers the ability to construct reusable building blocks. Using the METK, a developer of medical applications can design a running prototype more efficiently.
In essence, there are many toolkits and frameworks for medical image analysis and visualization. But some of them are focused on the creation of singular impressive visualizations (e.g., VolumeShop [6] ), some of them focus on medical image analysis (e.g., MITK [39] , 3DSlicer [24] ), and only a few support application building (e.g., SciRun [37] , MeVisLab [27] ). To the best of our knowledge, there is no toolkit or framework to create efficient medical applications with high-end visualizations, adequate interaction techniques, and user interface guidance.
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE METK
In the MEDICALEXPLORATIONTOOLKIT, each function is encapsulated in a module. Using MeVisLab's visual programming environment, modules can be freely combined in a data-flow network to build up applications with an individual feature profile. This allows the developer to design applications that support the specific workflow of different surgical intervention planning processes in an efficient and fast manner.
All functions are conceptually organized in three layers: the data management and communication layer, the visualization layer, and the exploration layer (see Fig. 2 ). The lowest layer imports the case data and provides data management functions. The visualization layer comprises viewer classes and special rendering modules. Basic viewer classes and the volume rendering are reused from MeVisLab. All high-end interaction and exploration techniques that are necessary to create powerful surgical applications, are available within the exploration layer. The layers and their provided functions will be described in the next sections.
Data Management and Communication Layer
The data management and communication layer contains functions for case data management, interapplication communication, and generation of 3D polygonal surfaces. Since DICOM is widely used and standardized, the METK is focused on processing DICOM data. Additionally, segmentation masks can be loaded to automatically generate 3D polygonal surfaces. This operation must only be performed once, since the surfaces are stored for further loadings of a case. Depending on the type of structures, different algorithms for generating the polygonal surfaces are used depending on the metadata, acquired during the segmentation. In most cases, Marching Cubes in combination with a surface smoothing is applied. For vascular structures we use a model-based surface reconstruction that respects the thin and branching structure of vessel trees [30] . Besides segmentation masks, polygonal meshes of structures and secondary objects (e.g., medical probes) can be imported.
Multimodal data. As the underlying MeVisLab, the METK has the abilities to load multiple modalities like scans from CT, MRI, or PET. The visualization techniques are able to combine different registered data volumes, e.g., an CT and PET scan. To perform the necessary registration between the different data sets, MeVisLab provides a wide range of capabilities in its free version. Thus, they are no integral part of the METK. However, the METK provides an interface to use the multimodal capabilities of MeVisLab in the context of the METK techniques.
Case and cache management. To reduce the memory consumption and to speed up the whole process of loading and exploring a case, we integrated an efficient case management in the METK. Each structure and each image stack is only loaded once and distributed virtually in the application network. Even if the structures are visualized with different techniques in different viewers (see Fig. 10 ), it will only be maintained once in the application cache.
Communication. Besides the data management, the METK provides a communication structure between all modules. Events can be sent between specific modules for a direct intermodule communication and be broadcasted to reach all modules. Therefore, all changes of underlying data and parameters are communicated to all modules "listening" to those parameters, so they can adjust their own parameters, data, and visualizations. This leads to identical visual properties of all structures in all viewers and widgets, and thus to a consistent view of all data.
Synchronization. Moreover, the currently selected object (CSO) is automatically communicated in the METK. Hence, a synchronized view in different viewers can be provided. If the user selects a structure in a 3D viewer, all 2D viewers can display the suitable slice for this structure and vice versa. If the user picks a structure in a 2D slice, it can be emphasized in all 3D viewers, moving the camera automatically to a good viewpoint on this structure (see Section 4.3).
Moreover, different 3D viewers can be automatically synchronized in the METK by connecting its camera parameters (position, orientation, etc.). This can be used to explore different data sets from the same viewpoints, to compare different intervention strategies for one patient, or to compare pre-and postoperative data.
Multicoded segmentations. Usually, e.g., with MeVisLab, each segmentation mask, representing one structure, is stored in a single file. This is inefficient with respect to memory and performance. Storing all segmentation masks in one image stack can overcome this problem. However, one voxel of an image may belong to more than one anatomic structure, when structures overlap each other. For example, a voxel in the liver tissue may belong to a tumor and the liver tissue itself. Thus, we cannot assign one label to each structure for the resulting segmentation mask of all structures. A straightforward approach is to assign each structure to one bit of an 8 byte voxel value. But this approach is limited by the number of bits, e.g., only 64 labels could be stored in an 8 byte value. Since in real data only a small subset of all possible combinations of overlapping structures occurs, we developed a more efficient solution and refer to it as multicoded segmentation masks (MCSM).
An MCSM contains all segmentation masks of all structures of a case. Each combination of labels of a voxel that appears in the data is encoded with a distinct voxel value (see Fig. 3 ). For example, all voxels simultaneously belonging to the liver tissue and the hepatic vein (and to no other structure) are assigned one unique voxel value. The mapping of voxel values to structure lists is stored separately in the case data. An MCSM is created by sequentially adding one segmentation mask after another. If a new combination of voxel labels occurs at a voxel position, a new number is assigned to this combination. After all single segmentation masks were added to the MCSM, it can be used, e.g., as an efficient base for colored overlays. The upper bound of 2 64 labels will never be reached with medical data sets, since even the theoretical case that in a data set of 512 3 voxels each voxel represents another combination of structures is covered by the MCSM.
In Table 1 , for four cases from the scenarios described in Section 2, the number of segmented structures and the number of labels needed in an MCSM are opposed. For the 81 segmented structures of the living liver donor transplantation, 11 bits can be used instead of 81 bits. 
Visualization Layer
In the visualization layer, all actions are performed that are necessary to provide basic and advanced 3D visualization techniques to the user.
Based on the surfaces stored in the cache, a material is assigned to each structure to achieve appealing surface visualizations. Important structures are visualized with a high opacity. For structures which serve as anatomic context, e.g., organs or large skeletal structures, we provide silhouette rendering. Thus, they are still visible but do not hide the view onto other important structures.
For volume rendering, the METK employs the MeVisLab GigaVoxelRenderer [18] . It enables the tagged volume rendering of segmented structures. Thus, different structures can be visualized with local transfer functions. For the sake of consistency, the colors of structures are the same as for their surface visualization. To visualize unsegmented tissue, a global transfer function can be applied and the volume rendering can be combined with the polygonal surface visualizations.
Advanced 2D visualizations. The basic problem of the slice-based visualization, namely, the lack of an overview in cross-sectional images, has been tackled with a 2.5D approach to provide the essential information, the so-called LIFTCHART [32] . Using this technique, the range of slices that a specific structure spans over can be quickly seen. A narrow frame attached next to the cross-sectional image represents the overall extent of slices in the volume data set. The top and bottom boundary of the frame correspond to the top and bottom slice of the data set (see Fig. 4 ). Each segmented structure is displayed as a bar at the equivalent vertical position inside this frame. Upper bars correspond to higher structures in the body. Different arrangements of the bars are possible, e.g., condensing all structures of the same type into one column. The currently displayed slice of the volume data set is depicted by a horizontal line in the LIFTCHART widget (see Fig. 4 ).
To support the correlation between structures in 3D scenes and 2D slices, structures can be visualized in 2D slice data as colored and semitransparent overlays, so the underlying gray values are still visible. If more than one structure should be displayed at the same voxel position, the combined color can be calculated in different ways:
1. Only the color of the most important structure is chosen. 1 
2.
A weighted mixture of all colors of the overlapping structures is calculated. 3. Application-dependent overlapping regions can be emphasized separately in dependency of involved structures, e.g., the infiltration of lymph nodes in a muscle can be colored red with a silhouette, even if this visualization style does not appear in one of the two structures. The calculation of the overlays is performed based on our multicoded segmentation masks.
Safety margins around tumors and metastases are essential for intervention planning and intraoperative navigation. Therefore, for all structures at risk, a 3D euclidean distance transform is performed. Depicting important distance thresholds (e.g., yellow and red representing 5 and
TABLE 1 Number of Labels in MCSM for Example Cases
Larger numbers of labels for liver cases result from a more frequent overlapping of structures. 10 mm) turned out to be appropriate. The distances may be displayed in 2D as well as in 3D. In the 2D view, silhouette lines visualize the important distances (see Fig. 4a ). In 3D, unicolored surfaces are drawn on structures visualizing the range of distance to critical structures, e.g., lymph nodes to vessels and muscles (see Fig. 4b ).
Illustrative visualizations. It became apparent that applying transparency is not sufficient to visualize complex structures. In particular, if the density of anatomic structures is high, illustrative techniques are employed to better convey object shapes and relations. For that reason, illustrative visualization techniques were developed. Illustrative visualization was found to be useful for selected therapy planning tasks, e.g., hatching lines convey surface shape better compared to conventional shading for radiation treatment planning [14] . The application of silhouettes to strongly transparent structures increases the recognizability. The use of local transparency was also promising (e.g., cut aways or ghosting [36] ). These illustrative techniques are provided in the METK and can be flexibly combined with surface and volume rendering. Silhouette rendering is the default style in the NECKSURGERYPLANNER [33] , which is used in the clinical routine and appreciated by medical doctors for providing adequate support. However, so far there is no evidence for an advantage of stippling and hatching in surgical planning.
Medical viewers. The visualization layer also provides several viewers that consist of wrapped and extended MeVisLab viewers. The extended viewers are able to communicate their parameters (e.g., camera position and orientation) to other METK modules and can receive commands, e.g., to control the viewers remotely by the animation system. 2D viewers can display slices in many ways: singular or in a multislice view, where axial, sagittal, and coronal as well as free multiplanar reformations can be shown. 3D and 2D viewers can be freely combined in an arbitrary number and arrangements.
Exploration Layer
To support the exploration process, we provide several techniques, interaction facilities, and interface widgets.
Animation. To guide the user as well as to provide smooth transitions between different viewpoints and visualization styles, we integrated the animation framework described by Mü hler et al. [22] . Using an adaptive script language, one script with an animation description can be reused for many similar cases, provided that segmentation results are stored and named in a standardized way. For example, all cases matching one scenario described in Section 2 are similar. The goals of our animation facilities are similar to Iserhardt-Bauer et al. [15] who developed standardized video generation for a specific problem, namely, the diagnosis of cerebral vasculature. The script-based animations can also be used in an interactive application to guide the user's exploration process. Selected structures can be approached due to automatic camera flights, and appearance changes can be smoothly animated to preserve the user's orientation. The flexibility of the animation facilities enables the use of advanced animation techniques such as those based on story telling principles [38] . Thus, applications based on the METK can provide both interactive animations in real time for exploration support, and rendered videos for presentation and interdisciplinary discussions, e.g., in a tumor board.
Viewpoint selection. Finding good views on single structure or groups of structures is essential for an automatically guided exploration. In contrast to previous approaches, e.g., the viewpoint entropy of Vazquez et al. [34] , the viewpoint selection technique of Mü hler et al. [23] incorporates anatomic knowledge. Animations in the METK are enhanced by this dedicated viewpoint selection technique for multiobject 3D scenes that has been applied in several intervention planning tasks. After selecting a structure, the camera position is automatically transformed to a good view on this structure. The quality of a viewpoint is affected by many parameters. The structure should be visible to a maximum extent. A good viewpoint should be stable, i.e., minor rotations must not completely hide the selected structure. Medical doctors may have different preferred regions to look at a 3D scene of segmented structures. Thus, the preferred region is also an important parameter for viewpoint estimation. These and other parameters are considered by our viewpoint selection technique. As discussed by Mü hler et al. [23] , relatively good presets for certain application scenarios may be defined.
Good viewpoints are employed in the METK to generate standardized views for documentation (in combination with other standardized visualization parameters). If the user picks a structure from a list or from the viewer, the camera can be automatically moved to the best viewpoint of the structure.
Camera paths. To produce appealing movements of the camera from one viewpoint to another, we developed and integrated a set of path algorithms in the METK. To preserve the orientation on long distance, movements of the camera, we first zoom out to a global view on the scene and zoom into the target structure at the end of the flight. We also make camera movements more appealing by slow acceleration at the beginning and at the end instead of abrupt speed changes.
Measurement tools [26] are also integrated, e.g., for distance measurements and its appropriate visualization by means of arrows. The proposed measurement tools are extended by automatic measurement facilities for computing minimal distances between two structures and by calculating a structure's volume.
Key states. For presentation purposes, interdisciplinary discussions, or patient consultation, several views and visualizations of the explored data need to be saved. Instead of only saving screenshots, we employ key states, which store all information about a scene and its visualization. This includes camera parameters as well as visualization properties. Thus, a complete state of a visualization can later be restored for further explorations or demonstrations. Since key states are stored in the case data, they can be transferred from one application (e.g., a surgical planning software) to another (e.g., an application for patient consultation). Naturally, key states can also be exported as screenshots for usage in documents or presentations. Usually, a surgeon creates a couple of key states during a planning process (see Fig. 5 ). In combination with animation facilities, videos can be created automatically from a set of key states, where smooth transitions between the key states are computed. These videos, for example, are used to teach other surgeons. Key states can also be used to define presets. Applying a once-defined key state to a new case with similar structures, these structures are visualized with the same properties.
Undo. One important feature, especially for surgeons who are inexperienced in 3D exploration, is an undo function for 3D scene manipulations. In the METK, after every performed action (e.g., a camera movement or a visualization change) the whole scene is stored in a key state. Changes performed in a very narrow time range (e.g., automatic changes of the visualization) are combined in one key state. The user can return to arbitrary steps.
Automatic object selection. We provide several new techniques to select objects in 3D scenes with many objects of different transparencies. In such scenes, the selection is ambiguous, if there is more than one object in the picking ray. The simplest approach to disambiguate the selection is always to select the first object in the pick ray. However, if this object has a strong transparency, the user probably intends to select another object behind. In complex medical scenes, some objects are completely enclosed by others, so they are never the first object in the pick ray. For example, in liver surgery, the liver tissue always encloses nearly all intrahepatic structures, e.g., vessels and tumors (see Fig. 6a ).
We developed a procedure to automatically select an object after the user has clicked on the scene. It is assumed that the user points the mouse consciously. That means, when the mouse cursor is placed over a very large and a very small object, the user placed it deliberately over the small object. Furthermore, it is assumed that the perception of strongly transparent objects appears less prominent than the perception of more opaque objects. To identify the desired object, the algorithm proceeds as follows (Algorithm 1). 
All objects hit by the pick ray are determined and sorted by the depth distance of their intersection point. Only objects that are visible by at least 10 percent at the intersection point are taken into account. As a next step, the size of the projected bounding box on the viewport of all objects and the transparency degree of the single objects are determined. The impact of transparency and the projected bounding box size is adjustable to consider different types of scenes (e.g., scenes with objects of rather equal size). The object with the highest rating is selected at the end. Thus, for example, opaque structures behind structures with a strong transparency are selected.
Interaction support of object selection. The algorithm reveals its limitations when an opaque structure lies behind a semitransparent structure, while their projections are almost equal (see Fig. 6b ). In such cases, at all points where the user picks the transparent structure, the opaque one in the background is selected. Therefore, we provide two interaction techniques in the METK. The first allows the user to scroll between all structures in the pick ray, using the mouse wheel or the cursor keys. Starting with the structure that the automatic algorithm would choose, the user can scroll back and forth between objects adjacent in depth. The CSO will be clearly emphasized, using a thick silhouette and an opaque color. The second selection technique offers a list of all structures in the pick ray directly at the cursor position in a small panel, so the user does not need to de-focus from the scene (see Fig. 7a ). We extend the list of textual structure names by pictorial representations of the structures. However, this technique aims at experienced users who know all structures by name.
Object manipulation. Even if users adjust the appearance of a visualization globally by selecting a preset, they might want to adapt the appearance of single structures individually. We provide some GUI widgets that can be integrated in a panel or window to adjust all visualization parameters such as color, transparency, or silhouette width. In addition, we provide an exploration technique, where the user can easily adjust the most important parameters directly in the viewer (see Fig. 7b ). The provided list of parameters can be adapted and extended for individual application requirements.
Graphical application interface. For a fast and efficient application development, predefined widgets for common and recurrent tasks are provided, e.g., lists to select structures or to change their visibility. We provide panels to change the visualization parameters of structures, such as color, transparency, or silhouette width, efficiently.
Feedback from surgeons clearly revealed that a rather low level of flexibility is needed and guidance is considered essential. Surgeons prefer clear and easy to understand interfaces [10] instead of interfaces with many parameter sliders and value inputs. They want to get a good visualization for the current task or medical question automatically, or at the utmost selecting a well-defined preset from a small list of choices. The METK supports this, e.g., with key states and the animation facilities. Furthermore, ready designed graphical interfaces for surgical applications are provided as templates. The interfaces were gathered by many interviews with our medical partners and approved by evaluation [10] .
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT WITH THE METK
Since the METK is an extension of MeVisLab, all METK applications can be built up by creating networks of modules in a visual programming environment. The METK modules can be arbitrarily mixed up with other MeVisLab modules. Due to the high-level functions provided by the METK, a developer can focus on application logic. This quickly yields applications that a surgeon can use (see Fig. 9 ), which often elicits essential feedback. Thus, this stage should be achieved as fast as possible, and the development cycles of new applications need to be accelerated. The application's logic is defined in Python scripts. We support application building by integrating many ready-to-use Python scripts in the METK. The design of the graphical user interfaces is scripted as well, using the module definition language of MeVisLab. We extend the basic set of widgets such as buttons and sliders by more complex widgets that can be integrated in an application with minimum scripting effort.
To extend the METK or to supplement existing functions, developers can refine existing METK modules or create new modules. Depending on the complexity of extensions, there are basically two options: Developers can implement simple functions, e.g., a patient data management or widget panels in modules, written in Python. Advanced and especially performance critical issues can be implemented in C++ libraries. Since this is only necessary for special visualization techniques not incorporated in the METK so far, such as DTI visualization, this does not contradict the supposed low programming skills that are needed to build up readyto-use applications with the METK. In Fig. 8 , we illustrate the steps that are necessary to build a new METK module that visualizes the CSO with its name and anatomical affiliation. This module can, for example, be integrated as part of a larger application.
Several full-fledged applications were designed and developed with our toolkit. Using the METK, a training system for liver surgeons was developed, the LIVERSUR-GERYTRAINER [1] (see Fig. 11 ). The feedback from the surgeons within the evaluation of the LIVERSURGERYTRAI-NER [10] inspired several refinements of the METK. One inspiration was the large importance of 2D slice-based visualizations in contrast to a pure focus on 3D visualizations. The NECKSURGERYPLANNER supports the decisionmaking process for neck dissections. Here, the target group is experienced surgeons [33] (see Fig. 10 ).
EVALUATION BY IMPLEMENTING A REFERENCE APPLICATION
To assess the effectiveness of the METK in comparison to current application development, we implemented a small reference application in both the standard version of MeVisLab and MeVisLab extended with the METK. The application should load a given CT image and multiple segmentation masks, and visualize them as 3D surfaces and as 2D images. In 3D, the structures should be visualized with their standardized style and their visibility (on/off) should be changed individually. After the description of the particular development process, we will compare both solutions by means of development time, resulting application, and usability. For the solution with the basic MeVisLab version, all segmentation masks must be loaded manually. Afterwards, modules to create the surface for each single structure must be added and parameterized individually. To achieve a correct visualization style, the structures' nodes in the network must be categorized (e.g., vessel or muscle) and a material (color and transparency) must be attached to each group. The scene is visualized in a simple 3D viewer. For the 2D visualization, the image is added to the network and visualized in a 2D viewer. The viewers are put together in one application interface by writing a script that defines position and extension of each viewer. To switch the visibility of each structure, each visibility parameter of every structure must be added manually to the script. This process must be performed again for every case, since only the network can be saved and no case data management is available.
Using the METK, we first add a manager module that enables an application to load and save cases, and provides the communication functions for the whole application. A second module provides the import facilities for the slices and segmentation masks. For the 3D visualization, the module for surfaces visualization and an METK 3D viewer are added. For 2D slice visualization, an METK module for image loading and an METK 2D viewer are added. Afterwards, the script to arrange the widgets in the application window is written, whereas a special METK list widget is integrated for fast visibility changes of single structures. After executing the application, a new case can be created by importing an image and segmentation masks located in the same directory. For each structure, its type and anatomical affiliation can be entered. This is only necessary if the case was not segmented with an METK compatible application as mentioned in Section 1. For later Fig. 9 . Sample METK application networks. (a) A network to present segmented data sets in a 3D viewer with a GUI widget to change visibility of structures. A spine surgery data set is displayed. (b) A network of an application to synchronously explore 3D and 2D data, extended with silhouettes and a colored distance transformation in 2D and 3D. A neck surgery data set is displayed. Fig. 10 . NeckSurgeryPlanner. The NECKSURGERYPLANNER supports the operation planning for neck dissections. To provide deep insight in the original 2D data as well as in the segmented 3D structures, 3D and 2D views are used synchronized. On the left, a browser for enabling and disabling structures and key state previews are provided. reuse, the case can be saved, so this procedure must be performed only once.
Since with the basic version of MeVisLab for each case a network must be created manually, it took 51 minutes to add all 148 modules for the sample case and parameterize them individually. Writing the script took 8 minutes. This process of about 1 hour needs to be repeated for every new case. The required time primarily depends on the number of segmented structures.
With the METK it took less than 1 minute to create the application network consisting of only six METK modules. Additional 5 minutes were used to write the script for the application layout, and it took another 8 minutes to import the data into the application.
From the beginning until the ready visualization of the data it took 14 minutes with the METK and 59 minutes with the basic version of MeVisLab. For new cases (that only consist of images and segmentation masks and come without any METK compatible metadata), with the METK it took only the time of importing the data, whereas with the free MeVisLab version the whole network would have to be recreated.
DISCUSSION
There are many development environments for scientific visualization available. Some of them support the developing process by sophisticated techniques, e.g., graphical network programming (e.g., SciRun [37] , MeVisLab, and DEVIDE [4] ). Even though SciRun and MeVisLab provide basic facilities for application development, it is still very complex to efficiently create applications that use new visualization techniques and can be used by "real users" independently. In a comparison study of four visualization frameworks (thereunder SciRun and MeVisLab), MeVisLab was determined as the "best framework for creating applications" [3] . Hence, we extended MeVisLab with a toolkit that especially supports the application building process for surgical planning. Even if there is some knowledge of python and the layout language MDL of MeVisLab necessary to build up complete applications, it is much easier and faster to come up with fully functional prototypes in an early development stage, since many of the most used visualization and exploration techniques are already implemented in the METK. The application networks are also easier to maintain and an reduced cognitive effort is necessary to integrate changes or extend the application.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented an extensive toolkit for surgical application development-the MEDICALEXPLORATIONTOOLKIT (http://www.metk.net). Using the METK, applications that fulfill surgical requirements of exploration support and visualization techniques, can be built up quickly. Introducing the multicoded segmentation masks, we provide an efficient way to store multiple overlapping segmentation masks in one mask, supporting colored overlays in 2D. Advanced 3D selection techniques and key states for storing of visualization state are also dedicated to surgical planning, but useful for other application areas. With animation facilities, the viewpoint selection as well as new support for object selection, a substantial guidance for the exploration of 3D scenes is provided. Although the METK is a good basis for solving many intervention planning problems, special applications will yield new requirements.
To bridge the gap between preoperative planning software and intraoperative usage of the planning results is a challenge for future work. The adaption of techniques such as the automatic viewpoint selection for an intraoperative use would be a useful extension, since more guidance in 3D exploration is needed there due to the particular surroundings.
Our experiences with automatic techniques such as the object and viewpoint selection showed that more semantic information about the importance of structures and their relations into the visualizations needs to be integrated. Therewith, the presented context to structures of interest or the intended user interactions can be adjusted in a more appropriate manner.
Recent developments with user interface devices used in surgical applications [13] necessitate the integration of a wider variety of input devices in the METK. Those extensions require the integration of device drivers in the system as well as a refinement of interaction and exploration techniques. Fig. 11 . LiverSurgeryTrainer. The LIVERSURGERYTRAINER is an application to teach abdominal surgeons the planning workflow for liver resection and living liver donor transplantations. The application layout contains only a few widgets.
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